MATERIALS

PRISMATIC QUILT FEATURING BIOLOGY BY SARAH WATSON
AND CIRRUS SOLIDS BY CLOUD9 FABRICS

Note: This quilt is made using the 60 degree Triangle-Ruler for 3" - 9"

½ yard Cirrus Solids: Petal

1/3 yard each Cirrus Solids: Sky, Iris, Fuchsia, Turquoise, Sprout

1/3 yard each Biology: Fauna, Pressed Leaves, Floral Burst [Navy & Purple], Plumes [Turquoise & Lavender], Flora [Navy & Purple], Gossamer [Turquoise & Lavender], Structure [Turquoise, Lavender & Citron]

3 7/8 yards for Backing ½ yard Cirrus Solids Fuchsia for Binding

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

Cutting Triangles:
Align bottom of 60 degree triangle-ruler to bottom straight edge of fabric. When cutting two or more triangles, flip ruler upside down and butt against cutting line. [fig 1]
Note: 5" x the remaining WOF will be used to make pieced 9" triangles.

9" - 60 degree triangles:
• 3- from Cirrus Solids: Petal
• 2- from each: Gossamer [Turquoise], Flora [Purple & Navy], Structure [Citron], Plumes [Lavender & Turquoise], Fauna and Pressed Leaves
• 2- from each Cirrus Solids: Sky, Iris & Fuchsia
• 1- from each: Floral Burst [Navy], Sprout and Gossamer [Lavender]

5" - Base of the triangle: Note: Align the 4" line of ruler to straight edge of fabric [fig 1]
• 1- from each: Floral Burst [Navy], and Cirrus Solids Sky and Petal

2- 5" x WOF strips from each:
• Structure [Turquoise & Lavender], Floral Burst [Purple], Cirrus Solids Petal & Turquoise

1- 5" x WOF strips from:
• All remaining fabrics

5" - 60 degree triangles: Note: Align the 5" line of ruler to straight edge of fabric [fig 1]
• 1- from each: Plumes [Turquoise], Structure [Turquoise], Sprout, Fuchsia, and Gossamer [Lavender]

5" - 60 degree triangles:
• 1- from each: Plumes [Turquoise], Structure [Turquoise], Sprout, Fuchsia, and Gossamer [Lavender]

5" - 60 degree triangles: Note: Align the 5" line of ruler to straight edge of fabric [fig 1]
• 1- from each: Floral Burst [Navy], and Cirrus Solids Sky and Petal

2- 5" x WOF strips from each:
• Structure [Turquoise & Lavender], Floral Burst [Purple], Cirrus Solids Petal & Turquoise

1- 5" x WOF strips from:
• All remaining fabrics

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

BLOCK ASSEMBLY: TWO-FABRIC TRIANGLES

1. Sew 5" strips in the following pairs listed below 1-12. [fig 2] After strips are sewn, cut 9" - 60 degree triangles as stated for each strip set. Every other triangle set will be reversed. When reversing triangle cutting direction, align 4½" mark on seam line. [fig 3]

1: Sky & Gossamer [Turquoise]: Cut 3 triangles starting with Sky at top of triangle [fig 3]
2: Structure [Turquoise] & Fauna: Cut 3 triangles starting with Structure at top [fig 3]
3: Plumes [Turquoise] & Turquoise: Cut 3 triangles starting with Plumes at top [fig 3]
4: Turquoise & Sprout: Cut 4 triangles
5: Structure [Turquoise] & Flora [Navy]: Cut 4 triangles
6: Floral Burst [Navy] & Structure [Citron]: Cut 4 triangles
7: Flora [Purple] & Fuchsia: Cut 3 triangles starting with Flora at top of triangle [fig 3]
8: Petal & Structure [Lavender]: Cut 4 triangles
9: Petal & Floral Burst [Purple]: Cut 4 triangles
10: Floral Burst [Purple] & Plumes [Lavender]: Cut 4 triangles
11: Pressed Leaves & Structure [Lavender]: Cut 4 triangles
12: Iris & Gossamer [Lavender]: Cut 4 triangles

ASSEMBLING THE QUILT

2. Following the QUILT DIAGRAM, sew triangles in horizontal rows. Note the bottom row will be sewn with mixed 5” triangles, pieced triangles, and bottom half triangles.
3. Sew horizontal rows together to complete quilt.
4. Square up sides and bottom of quilt.
5. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top. Baste, quilt and bind.

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS (CONT’D)